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ABSTRACT
Robots can only be helpful in human environments if they are socially readable by people. Socially
readable means exhibiting cues that are expected of a social character, like navigating while considering
others, reacting to people, and demonstrating politeness. In this position paper, I argue that to design
better robot motion readability in human-robot interaction (HRI), designers can be assisted by video
prototyping [5], Wizard of Oz (WoZ) [2], and principles in dancing. By deploying these methods, we
can create robots that better interact with humans socially.
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Engaging with Dancers
Dancers are motion professionals. At Cornell Tech, we engaged with dancers in New York City in
order to understand how dancers think about communicating through motion. We began by body
storming [4], in which we acted out scenarios as the chair (through pushing) and the bystander. Body
storming can be defined as “prototyping in context, and is enacted [through]...collaborative embodied
cognition” [4]. Quickly, we had a long list of interactions that a chair could participate in. The method
of body storming by pushing the chair was valuable for coming up with scenarios that the chair robot
could physically do, given the robot chair’s degrees of freedom. The dancers suggested we divide each
individual interaction into eight steps: prompt, specification, response, negotiations, confirmation,
action, continued confirmation, conclusion. Additionally, the dancers shared with us principles that
they often use, like the laws of motion, which Lecoq et al. [1] describes include:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

There is no action without reaction.
Motion is continuous, it never stops.
Motion always originates in a state of disequilibrium tending toward equilibrium.
Equilibrium is itself in motion.
There is no motion without a fixed point.
Motion highlights a fixed point.
The fixed point, too, is in motion.

We used these principles when thinking about readable robot motion. Next, we refined the list of
interactions down to nine (i.e., “Follow me”,“I’m occupied” or, ”I’m avialable”) and created video
prototypes [5] of a chair being pushed by the dancer and interacting with a human (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Dancer pushing a chair robot to
interact with with actress

Video Prototyping Method
We use an ordinary office chair with casters, manipulated by a human, to prototype communicative
expressions for our chair robot design (Figure 1). These expressions used only movement, rather than
verbal communication. As shown in Figure 1, the dancer is wearing a white suit. By wearing a white
suit, we wanted the dancer to appear close to invisible, so that the robot appeared autonomous. In
some of the videos, we used a green screen & green screen suit so that we could digitally remove the
chair’s human controller, leaving only the chair and the bystander visible. These methods are ways to
make the robot appear autonomous and are forms of the method, called Wizard of Oz-ing [2].
Assessment of Video Prototypes
To gain an understanding of people’s interpretability of the chair’s motion, we recruited participants
(n=49) through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [3] to view and comment on each scene. Each set of
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participants was asked to watch a randomly selected set of videos, and then to answer both openended questions about their interpretations of the motion, such as “Describe what you saw in the
video”, “How would you characterize the chair?” and to rate agreement with , Likert-style, statements
like “The chair was responsive to the person.” We learned that certain messages were much easier to
understand through motion than others, suggesting an investigation as to why a message might yield
greater or lesser interpretability.
CONCLUSION
Together, with HCI researchers and dancers, we can achieve a readable motion design for robots. In
this position paper, I have discussed using dancing principles, video prototyping, and WoZ as methods
for interaction design of robot motion. Humans can be in environments with robots which are socially
readable. I hope that with my work, humans can experience more seamless designs of human-robot
interactions.

Figure 2: Natalie fist bumping Vector the
robot
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